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Harper Knox has ripped up his family's cherry orchard in eastern Washington State and planted grape vines,
hoping that a contemplative life making wine might help him conquer his debilitating battle with PTSD. But
on the other side of the state in Seattle, the Singularity Summit, a conference celebrating and encouraging the
growth of artificial intelligence, is about to get underway. The controversial nature of the Summit has many
reeling in fury, and protesters are taking over the city. A man Harper has been fighting alongside since Fort
Bragg shows up at the vineyard offering a generous payday if Harper will join a team charged with
protecting Dr. Wilhelm Sebastian, the keynote speaker at the Summit. Hungry for the cash and the danger,
Harper agrees to join the team. But has he signed onto something much bigger and deadlier than just another
bodyguard gig? As much a love story as it is a gripping thriller, Turn Or Burn, driven by the wonderfully
cynical Harper Knox, will keep you up late into the night.
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From reader reviews:

Shirley Jones:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice by surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Yep, by reading a e-book your ability to survive boost then having chance to endure than other is
high. For you who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you that Turn or Burn book as basic and
daily reading publication. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Sanjuana Day:

Do you one of people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained within the straightway, hold on guys
this kind of aren't like that. This Turn or Burn book is readable through you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving perhaps
decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer connected with Turn or Burn content conveys
objective easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it
just different as it. So , do you still thinking Turn or Burn is not loveable to be your top checklist reading
book?

Antonette Schneider:

The book Turn or Burn will bring you to the new experience of reading a new book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to learn, this book very suited to you. The book
Turn or Burn is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book from your official web site,
so you can more easily to read the book.

Eduardo Fernandez:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family,
or their own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic from
the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Will you something different to fill your
own personal free time/ holiday? Might be reading a book might be option to fill your totally free time/
holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you want to try
look for book, may be the reserve untitled Turn or Burn can be excellent book to read. May be it can be best
activity to you.
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